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CERN-PH-TH/2009-024DESY 09-027R-parity Violating Right-Handed Neutrinoin Gravitino Dark Matter SenarioMotoi Endo1 and Tetsuo Shindou21 Theory Division, PH Department,CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland2 Deutshes Elektronen Synhrotron DESY,Notkestrasse 85, 22607 Hamburg, GermanyAbstratA deay of the gravitino dark matter is an attrative andidate to explain the urrent exesses ofthe PAMELA/ATIC osmi-ray data. However, R-parity violations are required to be very tinyin low-energy sale. We suggest a R-parity violation in the right-handed neutrino setor. Theviolation is suppressed by a see-saw mehanism. Although a reheating temperature is onstrainedfrom above, the thermal leptogenesis is found to work suessfully with a help of the R-parityviolating right-handed neutrino.
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I. INTRODUCTIONObservations of omi rays have been greatly developed. After a series of osmi-raymeasurements, PAMELA reently published the �rst result of the positron fration, whihshow an exess ompared to the bakground at energies above 10GeV [1℄. Interestingly,the ATIC ollaboration also reported an exess of the eletron plus position ux in a rangeof O(100)GeV [2℄. Although the experimental data and the bakground estimations stillinvolve ambiguities, the exesses may be a sign of the dark matter (DM). In this letter, wefous on deaying DM senarios. The DM is not always required to be stable as long as itslife time is long enough for the DM to survive until today. Then, its deay produts are apossible soure of the energeti osmi rays.It is non-trivial to realize suh a long-lived partile. Atually, deay operators mustbe inredibly suppressed for the models to be viable. A well-motivated andidate of theDM is known to be the gravitino with a broken R-parity. This is beause its deay isdoubly suppressed by the Plank sale and R-parity violations [3℄. Even with the Planksuppression, the R-parity violation is limited to be very tiny and looks unnatural unless somemehanisms are taken into aount. As a solution of the �ne-tuning, we propose a R-parityviolation introdued in the right-handed neutrino setor. Then, the violation is suppressedin the low-energy sale by a see-saw mehanism. Atually, sine the violation appears inlow-energy phenomena though the right-handed neutrino, its e�et beomes suppressed bythe right-handed neutrino mass sale. We will show that the PAMELA/ATIC exesses areexplained for MN � 109GeV without a parameter tuning.This type of the R-parity violation does not only explain the PAMELA/ATIC anomalies,but also opens a window for the suessful thermal leptogenesis [4℄ espeially in a largegravitino mass region. Indeed, the mehanism is an attrative and elegant solution to themystery of the baryon asymmetry of the universe, though it usually requires a relatively highreheating temperature, TR>� 109GeV (see e.g. [5℄). In suh a high reheating temperature,the severest osmologial onstraints are provided by the big-bang nuleosynthesis (BBN)and the overlosure of the universe. The former onstraint is due to a prolonged deay ofthe next-to-lightest superpartile (NLSP) into the gravitino lightest superpartile (LSP). Inontrast, the NLSP an deay into the Standard Model (SM) partiles muh more eÆientlythrough the R-parity violating operator. Thus, the BBN bound beomes ameliorated [6℄.2



The overlosure onstraint then puts a onstraint on the reheating temperature. In par-tiular, the thermal gravitino prodution is enhaned in a larger soft mass region. Aordingto PAMELA/ATIC, the osmi-ray exesses imply a heavy gravitino, namely large super-partile masses. We will see that the leptogenesis temperature is unlikely to be satis�edfor m3=2>� 1TeV unless the gluino mass parameter is relatively small at the GUT sale.Nevertheless, sine the R-parity violation in this letter ontributes to a CP-asymmetriright-handed neutrino deay [7℄, the thermal leptogenesis will be shown to work to explainthe observed baryon asymmetry easily. Thus, we will study the R-parity violating senarioin the right-handed neutrino setor as an attrative framework of the deaying gravitinoDM.II. R-PARITY VIOLATION IN RIGHT-HANDED NEUTRINO SECTORLet us onsider the gravitino DM senario with a deay due to R-parity violations. Aspetrum of the osmi rays from its deay produts are determined by the type of theR-parity violating operator, the gravitino mass and its life time. In a ase of the bilinearR-parity violation, the dominant deay hannels are  3=2 ! W`, Z�, � and h� [8, 9, 10℄.The deay is parametrized by the sneutrino vauum expetation values (VEV). With theoperator, W = �0LH, it beomes h~�i ' ��0��v os �m2~� ; (1)where L and H are the left-handed lepton and up-type Higgs, respetively. The parametersare the higgsino mass �, the Higgs VEV v ' 174GeV, the Higgs VEV ratio tan � = hHi=h �Hi,and the sneutrino soft mass Vsoft = m2~�~��~�. Then, the gravitino life time is estimated as�3=2 ' 1� 1026se � �10�10��2 � m3=21TeV��3 (2)for m3=2 � 100GeV, where � is de�ned as � � jh~�ij=v. Aording to the urrentPAMELA/ATIC data, the mass and life time of the gravitino is favored to bem3=2 >� O(100� 1000)GeV; �3=2 � 1026se: (3)whih leads to the R-parity violation parameter as� � 10�10 � m3=21TeV��3=2 : (4)3



This � satis�es with the other osmologial onstraints [9℄. The gravitino survives untiltoday as � � 10�(5�6) for m3=2 = O(100)GeV, and the parameter is small enough to avoidthe wash-out of the lepton/baryon asymmetry sine � < 10�7 is satis�ed. Furthermore, theBBN onstraint is solved for � >� 10�(11�12) by virtue of the R-parity violation, and the R-parity violating ontribution with � < 10�7 is negligible for the neutrino mass. We assumethat the neutrino mass is obtained by the see-saw mehanism in this letter.However, from the naturalness point of view, the violation is too tiny and must be �ne-tuned. We propose a simple framework to realize this tiny R-parity violation. We introduethe following R-parity violating operator in the right-handed neutrino setor,W = �NH �H: (5)Aompanied by the right-handed neutrino mass and the Yukawa terms, W =MNNN=2 +YNNLH, after deoupling the heavy right-handed neutrino, we obtain the e�etive R-parityviolating operators in low-energy sale:W = ��YN (LH)(H �H)MN : (6)It is notied that the R-parity violating e�ets appear with 1=MN beause they ontributethrough the right-handed neutrino. Thus, the R-parity violating e�ets are naturally sup-pressed by the see-saw mehanism.Taking the Higgs VEVs, (6) behaves as a bilinear R-parity violating operator. Atually,ombined with the � term and the sneutrino soft mass, the sneutrino aquires VEV ash~�i ' ��YN�v3 sin3 �MNm2~� : (7)Then, � is estimated to be� ' 0:6� 10�10 � �� MN109GeV�� 12 � m~�1TeV��2 � �1TeV�� �m�0:1eV� 12 sin2 �; (8)where �m� is a typial sale of the light neutrino masses de�ned as YN � pMN �m�=v sin �.Here, we omitted avor indies. As a result, we �nd that the gravitino life time �3=2 � 1026serequired from PAMELA/ATIC is realized for � � 1 and MN � 109GeV. We want toemphasize that there is no �ne-tuning in the R-parity violating parameters.The gravitino deay is almost the same as that by the bilinear R-parity violation. Infat, it is dominantly indued by the sneutrino VEV (7), while the other deaying hannels4



from (6) are subdominant. Although W = ��2(H �H)2=2MN is also derived from (5), theresultant deay operators are negligible for the osmi ray spetra.Aording to the urrent osmi-ray data, the positron spetrum has a steep rise in high-energy region. This behavior prefers the gravitino DM deaying diret into the positron oranti-muon [11, 12℄. The deay produt is determined by avour struture of the sneutrinoVEV. Denoting the avour indexes expliitly in (7), h~�ji is proportional to �i(YN)ij=MNiwith respet to the avor struture, where i is the index of the heavy neutrino and j for thelight one. Thus, it is not surprising to expet the positron and anti-muon to be produedin the deay. Consequently, the R-parity violating operator (5) an naturally explain theurrent PAMELA/ATIC exesses with m3=2 = O(100� 1000)GeV.Let us omment on radiative orretions with the R-parity violation (5). They induea linear term of the right-handed neutrino in the K�ahler potential. This then leads to theright-handed sneutrino VEV in the framework of the supergravity. Although this an givea similar ontribution to the e�etive R-parity violating operators (6), the results in thisletter do not hange qualitatively. Thus, we will neglet it hereafter.We may also have the R-parity violating operators in the right-handed neutrino setorother than (5) suh as the superpotential terms, N and N3. However, their ouplings arerequired to be suppressed sine they an indue too large R-parity violations through theright-handed sneutrino VEV within the supergravity. Thus, we onsider that the operatorsare forbidden by (disrete) symmetries.In the above, we foused on the SUSY invariant operators for the R-parity violations.Apart from them, we may have the violations in the SUSY breaking term. It an be notiedthat the analysis is similar to the above, and the result is almost the same.III. UPPER BOUND ON REHEATING TEMPERATUREIn the deaying gravitino DM senario, the osmologial onstraint omes from the over-losure of the universe. Atually, the gravitino is thermally produed in the hot plasma. Atthe leading order, the reli abundane is evaluated as
3=2h2 ' 3Xi=1 !ig2i (TR) ln kigi(TR)  1 + M2i (TR)3m23=2 !� m3=2100GeV�� TR1010GeV� ; (9)
5



where the de�nition of the parameters are found in [13℄. In the numerial analysis, weinlude the eletroweak ontributions, whih an be sizable espeially when the gluino massparameter is rather small ompared to the Bino and Wino ones at the GUT (namely TR)sale. It should be mentioned that the gravitino prodution rate inludes anO(1) unertaintyfrom unknown higher order ontributions and nonperturbative e�ets [14℄. In addition,resummation of thermal masses potentially inreases the rate by about a fator of two a[15℄. Sine the massive gravitino behaves as a old dark matter, its abundane is onstrainedfrom the measurements. Aording to the WMAP 5-year data, the abundane is requiredto satisfy [17℄, 
3=2h2 � 
DMh2 ' 0:1223; (10)at the 2� level. Thus, provided the gaugino and gravitino masses, we obtain an upper boundon the reheating temperature.It is interesting to study the overlosure bound in terms of the superpartile masses atthe weak sale, whih are expeted to be measured by LHC. From (9) we notie that thegravitino prodution is evaluated with the parameters at the reheating temperature sale.Then, they are orrelated with those at the weak sale by solving the renormalization groupequations. Let us mention that the 1-loop result inludes large unertainties espeially in theolored setor: 2-loop ontributions an give an O(10)% orretion, and the renormalizationsale at the 1-loop level potentially ontains additional O(10)% unertinty, whih is reduedby taking the higher order orretions into aount. Noting that (9) inludes the gluinomass squared, the thermal gravitino abundane an hange drastially. Atually, 
3=2h2 isfound to be almost as twie as the previous 1-loop analyses for Mi(TR) � m3=2 with thegluino mass �xed at the weak sale [14℄ (see also the disussion in [18℄). In the followingnumerial analysis, we evolve the renormalization group running at the 2-loop auray andinlude the 1-loop threshold orretions by means of SOFTSUSY 2.0.18 [19℄.In Fig. 1, we plot the maximal reheating temperature allowed by the overlosure boundwith varying the gluino mass M3 ompared to the gaugino mass M1=2 at the GUT sale.Here, the Bino and Wino masses are set to be equal M1 = M2 � M1=2 and realize theNLSP mass mNLSP on eah solid lines. Sine the universal soft salar mass m0 exept for thea Apart from the thermal prodution, we also have nonthermal ontributions to the gravitino abundane,partiularly from inaton deay [16℄. Sine they are model dependent, we neglet them for simpliity.6



Higgs ones is hosen to be m0 =M1=2, the Bino-like neutralino is the NLSP, while the Higgsmass squareds are assumed to be m2�H = m20 and m2H = �m20 for the eletroweak symmetrybreaking to give arise espeially in a large m0 region. The salar trilinear ouplings, a0,and tan� are a0 = 0 and tan� = 30, though they are irrelevant for the maximal reheatingtemperature.The gravitino mass is relevant for the upper bound on the reheating temperature. Weassumed that it is equal to the NLSP mass. This turns out to maximize TR for M3=M1=2 >0:5. Although the possible maximal temperature is obtained by a smaller gravitino mass fora lighter gluino region, the di�erene of TR is less than 10% even for M3=M1=2 = 0:2. It isommented that the gluino an beome the NLSP for M3=M1=2 < 0:2.We �nd that the maximal reheating temperature an be as large as O(108)GeV in alarge parameter region, while TR � 109GeV is realized for a smaller NLSP mass, e.g.mNLSP<� 600GeV for the universal gaugino mass M3 = M1=2. This is beause the ther-mal gravitino abundane (9) inreases as the soft mass sale is larger. From Fig. 1, wesee that TR > 109GeV leads to mNLSP < 1:5TeV for M3=M1=2 > 0:2 (see [25℄ for a hier-arhial gaugino mass ase). Aording to PAMELA, the gravitino mass is indiated asm3=2>�O(100)GeV, i.e. mNLSP>�O(100)GeV. Then, it is easy to obtain the leptogenesistemperature in a wide lass of models (see [18℄, in whih disussions of superpartile massspetrum are also explored).In ontrast, the ATIC result implies a larger gravitino mass, m3=2>� 1TeV. Then, thegluino mass is required to be suppressed. For instane, when the gravitino mass is 1TeV,TR > 109GeV needs M3<� 0:7M1=2 at the GUT sale, and M3<� 0:3M1=2 for m3=2 = 1:5TeV.Thus, the SUSY breaking models beome spei�ed to realize the leptogenesis temperature.A lighter gluino mass parameter is favored at the GUT sale, and thus a mass spetrum ofthe superpartiles tends to degenerate at the weak sale espeially when the gravitino massis heavier b. On the other hand, the universal gaugino mass models look inonsistent withthe thermal leptogenesis in the light of the ATIC result, though the usual gauge- and manygravity-mediation models have this feature. Thus, we will revisit the thermal leptogenesisin the next setion in the presene of the R-parity violation.b This mass spetrum looks like that of the mirage mediation [26℄. However, it is usually obtained byenhaning the anomaly mediation, namely with a large gravitino mass, e.g. m3=2>� 100TeV. Thus, thegravitino is not the LSP. 7



FIG. 1: The maximal reheating temperatures allowed by the overlosure bound are drawn for�xed NLSP masses. The gravitino mass is set to be equal to the NLSP mass. Note that thesemasses are the physial one, while M3 is given at the GUT sale, and the soft salar masses arehosen to be m0 =M1=2 with M1=2 �M1 =M2 at the GUT sale. Then, the Bino-like neutralinois the NLSP for M3>� 0:2M1=2. See the text for the other irrelevant parameters.Before proeeding to the next setion, let us omment on the other parameter dependene.In the analysis, we take m0 = M1=2 at the GUT sale. For tiny m0, the stau an be theNLSP. Then, the upper onstraint in Fig. 1 beomes severer for �xed mNLSP, sine thegaugino masses inrease. Thus, the model parameters disussed above are limited moreseverely.IV. THERMAL LEPTOGENESIS REVISITEDWe now revisit the thermal leptogenesis in the presene of the R-parity violating operator(5). In the above, we found that a gluino mass is bounded from above to realize the leptoge-nesis temperature TR>� 109GeV in a large gravitino mass region. In partiular, the universalgaugino mass models are inonsistent with the temperature if we take the ATIC result.On the other hand, we have introdued the R-parity violating operator in the right-handed8



neutrino setor. We will see that a CP asymmetry of the deay of the right-handed neutrinois enhaned by the violation [7℄, and thus the leptogenesis mehanism works suessfully.In the thermal leptogenesis, the baryon density relative to the photon density beomes(f. [20℄) nBn ' �1:04� 10�2�1�; (11)whih is ompared to the observation [17℄,nBn = (6:21� 0:16)� 10�10: (12)Here and hereafter, we assume the hierarhial right-handed neutrinos and ignore the avoure�ets whih does not a�et the lower bound on the reheating temperature. The eÆienyfator � represents e�ets of washout and sattering proesses, whih is obtained by solv-ing the Boltzmann equations. For the ase of zero initial abundane of the right-handedneutrinos, its maximal value is known to be � ' 0:2 [5, 21℄.The CP asymmetry �1 in the deay of the lightest right-handed neutrino, N1 ! LH,is determined by the struture of the neutrino setor. With �<� 0:2 the observed baryonasymmetry requires j�1j >� 3� 10�7: (13)In the R-parity preserved models, it is known that the j�1j has an upper bound as [22, 23, 24℄j�1j � �����(N1 ! L+H)� �(N1 ! L +H)�(N1 ! L+H) + �(N1 ! L +H) ���� . 3MN18�hHi2 �m2atmm1 +m3 (14)due to the see-saw relation. Here mi (m1 < m2 < m3) are the mass eigenvalues of thelight neutrinos, and MN1 is the mass of the lightest right-handed neutrino N1. Using theatmospheri neutrino mass squared di�erene �m2atm ' (2:5 � 0:2) � 10�3eV2, the lowerbound on the right-handed neutrino mass beomesMN1 >� 1:4� 109 GeV � sin2 � (15)with the 3� values of nB=n and �m2atm. Consequently, the orresponding lower bound onthe reheating temperature is obtained as TR>� 1� 109 GeV.The upper bound on j�1j (14) an be relaxed by the R-parity violating operator (5). Theoperator ontributes to the CP asymmetri deay, N1 ! LH, via the diagrams exhanging9



H and �H (and N) in the loop. In addition, a deay, N1 ! H �H, gives arise with the R-parityviolating operator of N1. Consequently, we obatin [7℄�(RPV)1 = � 18� 1(YNY yN)11 + j�1j2�Xi 6=1 Im"(YNY yN)i1(�i��1)f �M2NiM2N1�+ 2(YNY yN)i1(��i�1)M2Ni=M2N1 � 1 # (16)where the loop funtion is f(x) = �px ln(1+1=x)�2px=(x�1). We notie that the resultdepends on �1 and �i (i 6= 1). In order to avoid a strong washout by a (inverse) deay, �1is favored to satisfy j�1j2<�(YNY yN)11, while �i is allowed to be O(1). Then, the R-parityviolating proesses an dominate the CP asymmetry of the right-handed neutrino deay.Atually, it is estimated as�(RPV)1 ' 2� 10�4 � Im[�1�i℄�� MN1108GeV� 12 �MNi=MN110 �� 12 � ~m110�3eV�� 12 � �m0�0:1eV� 1sin2 � ; (17)forMNi=MN1 � 1. Here, the parameters are de�ned as (YNY yN)i1 = �m0�pMN1MNi=v2 sin2 �,~m1 = [(YNY yN)11+ j�1j2℄v2=MN1 and 1 = �1v=pMN1 ~m1. We an see that the result exeedsthe upper bound (14) for �i � 1 and j�1j2<�(YNY yN)11, i.e. 1 � 1.In the last setion, we found that TR = O(108)GeV is obtained even in a heavy NLSPmass region from Fig. 1. On the other hand, we saw in this setion that the CP asymmetryof the right-handed neutrino an be drastially enhaned by the R-parity violating operator(5), and the ondition (13) is easily satis�ed, e.g. forM1 = 108GeV. Sine N1 is expeted tobe produed suÆiently in the thermal bath one TR exeeds MN1, the thermal leptogenesisonsequently works in a wide lass of models with explaining the osmi-ray anomalies fromPAMELA/ATIC. To be expliit, let us give an example: �i 6=1 � 1 with the lightest right-handed neutrino mass MN1 = O(108)GeV and MNi=MN1 = O(10).One may be worried that suh a large R-parity violation enhanes washout e�ets. The(inverse) deay and �L = 1 proesses indeed reeive additional ontributions from theR-parity violating operator. Considering that they are ontrolled by the washout massparameter, ~m1 = (YNY yN)11v2=MN1, we notie that the extra e�ets just rede�ne ~m1 as thenew one given in the previous paragraph. On the other hand, the R-parity violation anenhane the �L = 2 washout. Atually, we obtain LH ! HH (H means H or �H) by10



exhanging a heavier right-handed neutrino in the diagram. Sine the diagram is almostthe same as the R-parity preserved one exept for a oupling and orresponding �eld, theadditional ontribution is roughly estimated asRPV � (sub)�L=2 � j�ij2j(YN)i1j2j(YN)11j4 M2N1M2Ni ; (18)where (sub)�L=2 represents the �L = 2 washout term with a subtration of the resonane [21℄.Thus, RPV beomes larger than (sub)�L=2 for MN1 � 1013GeV. Sine (sub)�L=2 is negligibly smallfor thisMN1, we an numerially hek that the washout is dominated by the (inverse) deayand �L = 1 sattering even for �i = O(1) (see e.g. [21℄ for the numerial estimations ofthe washout terms in the R-parity preserved ase). Although (sub)�L=2 inrease as MN1 grows,RPV dereases at the same time. Thus, the R-parity violating ontribution does not hangethe result.V. CONCLUSIONSThe gravitino DM senario is an attrative andidate to explain the PAMELA/ATIC ex-esses. However, the R-parity violation has to be tightly suppressed in the low-energy sale.In this letter, we proposed a framework of the R-parity violation to solve the �ne-tuning.Introduing the violation in the right-handed neutrino setor, the e�ets are naturally sup-pressed in the low-energy sale by the see-saw mehanism. We found that the life timerequired by PAMELA/ATIC, �3=2 = O(1026)se, is obtained by the R-parity violating oper-ator W = �NH �H with � � 1 for MN = O(109)GeV.The R-parity violation not only provides a well soure of the osmi rays to explain thePAMELA/ATIC anomalies, but also opens a window for the thermal leptogenesis. In thepresene of the R-parity violation, the reheating temperature is bounded from above by theoverlosure bound due to the thermal gravitino prodution. We found that TR>� 109GeVis aessible for m3=2 < 600GeV, while m3=2>� 1TeV favored by ATIC restrits the gluinomass to be suppressed for TR>� 109GeV. Nonetheless, the leptogenesis was shown to work,sine the R-parity violating interations in the right-handed neutrino setor enhanes the CPasymmetri right-handed deay. Therefore, the gravitino LSP with the R-parity violationin the right-handed neutrino setor is a nie andidate of the deaying DM senarios.It is worthwhile to larify the parameter dependene of the phenomena. The osmi-ray11



spetra are sensitive to larger �2 and orresponding MN2 but insensitive to MN1 as long as�1 � �2, while the lightest right-handed neutrino determines the thermal leptogenesis, i.e.the baryon asymmetry depends onMN1. From (17) it is possible to lowerMN1 as well as thereheating temperature required by the thermal leptogenesis, though too small MN1 needstiny �1 to avoid a strong washout.The osmi-ray spetra of the anti-matter and photon also depends on the R-parityviolation. In this letter, the avor struture is determined by the neutrino Yukawa ouplingand �i. By obtaining more osmi-ray data in future suh as FGST and AMS-02 andre�ning the astrophysial knowledge, we may distinguish the R-parity violating operators.Furthermore, sine the R-parity violating operator an be embedded in a high-sale modelssuh as SU(5) GUT and heteroti string models, ombining with the future ollider data wemight be able to study physis in high-energy sale.AknowledgmentThe authors thank M. Kakizaki for disussions on the R-parity violation, D. Tran foruseful omments on the osmi-ray, and W. Buhm�uller for reading the manusript.
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